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MAKING RECORDS WITH ASLA ROCKSTARS
Erin Fiegel - Annual Meeting Co-Chair

RECENT CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS

Wow!  Speaking for myself, and perhaps others heavily involved in the planning for the past year+, it’s hard to believe the 
ASLA Annual Meeting and EXPO was over so quickly.  As we reflect on the experience, I imagine we each have different 
perspectives.  For me, the weekend of the event was the culmination of 1.5 years of phone calls, meetings, social media posts, 
website updates, artwork production, field session/education session reviews, and emails…THOUSANDS of emails.

In fact, the event was the easy part.  Made all the easier knowing that ILASLA’s Host Chapter responsibilities were generously 
supported and covered by our army of volunteers—members that stepped up to be the rockstars we needed to make it all 
happen!  Those rockstars helped the Chapter and National set numerous records from highest grossing Annual Meeting 
ever, to second highest attendance (6,200+), to selling out a record 11 Field Sessions, leaving only 15 tickets remaining to be 
sold across all Field Sessions.  Each of these milestones is testimony to the hard work of each person that contributed to the 
Host Chapter efforts.  Collectively, we have set the example for future ASLA-Host Chapter collaborations, and I could not be 
prouder to be a member of ILASLA!

It is hard to quantify everything it took to make this all happen, or every detail that went into the planning.  Ultimately, by 
signing the Host Chapter Agreement contract, ILASLA was responsible to (a) develop the Field Sessions and Women in 
Landscape Architecture Walk, (b) collaborate with ACE Mentor Program on the Legacy Project, (c) serve as an on-site 

resource at the Host Chapter Booth, and (d) support ASLA’s Public Relations efforts 
and communicate information to members, local allied organizations, and local media.  
Alan Watkins, ASLA and I served as the Host Chapter Co-chairs, leading a phenomenal 
team of Sub-committee Co-chairs to cover each of these primary responsibilities. 

Efforts began in earnest in Fall 2014, as we began to get organized and spread the 
news about the Annual Meeting coming to Illinois. As Host Chapter Co-chairs, we 
had the opportunity to visit ASLA headquarters in Washington, DC and participate in 
the Annual Meeting Education Advisory Committee, helping to brainstorm ideas for 
potential tour and education session topics/speakers.  Just two weeks after the Annual 
Meeting and EXPO closed in Denver, ASLA came to town for the official Kickoff Event 
and we were off and running!  A flurry of Field Session ideas were generated, evaluated, 
refined, and submitted; the Legacy Project connected with ...
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HEIDI PETERSON
For Daniel Burnham, the Chicago architect and planner who created the 1909 Plan of Chicago, civic and infrastructural 
improvements in Chicago could only happen simultaneously. This approach continues today. Using Burnham’s plan 
as launching point, Marshall Brown, Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT) and Marshall Brown Projects, moderated a 
discussion at the ASLA 2015 Annual Meeting in Chicago on three new works of “civic infrastructure,” with presentations 
by Sarah Astheimer, ASLA, James Corner Field Operations; Matthew Bird, ASLA, Michael Van Valkenburg Associates 
(MVVA); and Gina Ford, ASLA, Sasaki Associates.

In the Plan of Chicago, Burnham’s approach was an “integration of landscape and architecture,” creating hybrid places 
infrastructural in nature. The three new Chicago parks and landscapes discussed in the session – Navy Pier Pierscape by 
James Corner Field Operations, Maggie Daley Park by MVVA, and the Chicago Riverwalk by Sasaki – are also hybrids. All 
required a high level of performance, a “contemporary green and sustainable design,” as Astheimer put it.

Ford called Chicago a “uniquely infrastructural city,” and the projects reflect this. The Navy Pier, built in 1916, has a direct 
line to Burnham’s plan, as it is the only pier he proposed that was actually created. The new pierscape reoriented the entrance 
to the pier, opening a “free and clear view of the lake” as you approach, while also changing the perception that the pier is 
disconnected from Chicago and too commercial.
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IN CHICAGO, NEW PARKS ARE CIVIC INFRASTRUTURE
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A WHIRLWIND WEEKEND WITH TCLF IN CHICAGO

A sold-out daylong excursion, the launch of a new online city guide, the presentation of Stewardship Excellence Awards, and 
a record-setting silent auction highlighted The Cultural Landscape Foundation’s events in conjunction with the American 
Society of Landscape Architects’ Annual Meeting and EXPO, held this year in Chicago on November 6-9. Amid the gathering 
of thousands of landscape architects, allied professionals, and students, the popular and well-received events were crucial 
to raising funds necessary for the completion of Pioneers Oral Histories and other initiatives. Bartlett Tree Experts provided 
immeasurable support for the excursion, city guide, and reception, helping to launch the guide and honor the Stewardship 
Excellence Award winners.

On Friday, November 6, the excursion (titled Lake Forest: A Prelude to Modernism) took more than 50 attendees to Lake 

In keeping with past excursions, participants were treated to a festive and delicious lunch, this time at Market House, 
followed by a walk to the Art Deco William E. Clow, Jr., House, which features a distinctive entry forecourt and a garden 
level raised one story above traffic. Designed by David Adler in the late 1920s, the home was the second residence that the 
Clows commissioned from the architect. Finally, the group visited Lake Forest Public Library to learn more about the design 
and planning of Lake Forest. There, they viewed plans and renderings of the area created by the Foundation for Architecture 
and Landscape Architecture from 1926 to 1931. 

The day concluded with a reception at the stylish Arts Club of Chicago, where 175 guests were treated to hors d’oeuvres and 
an open bar. In the adjoining salon, TCLF president and CEO Charles A. Birnbaum announced the launch of the What’s Out 
There Chicago Guide.

Forest, Illinois, where they were greeted by excursion 
curator Arthur H. Miller, the archivist and librarian for 
special collections, emeritus, at Lake Forest College, 
who gave a brief overview of what lay ahead. The first 
destination was the privately owned Charles F. Glore 
house, a two-story Usonian-style home designed by Frank 
Lloyd Wright and flanked by wooded ravines. Then came 
a stroll to Wyldwood, the estate built for Clyde Mitchell 
Carr on a bluff overlooking Lake Michigan and featuring 
a gabled entrance wing with striking and fanciful sculpted 
wrought-iron designs. Built in 1916 by architect Harrie. 
T. Lindeberg, the home boasts grounds designed by 
Warren Manning. Attendees were then taken on a driving 
tour around the Lakefront area and through Forest Park, 
before arriving at Market Square. Designed by architect 
Howard Van Doren Shaw and real estate developer Arthur 
T. Aldis and completed in 1916, Market Square was the 
first shopping center in the United States planned around 
the automobile.

This online, interactive compendium—the fourth in the ongoing 
series—is designed to raise the visibility of the landscapes and 
designers that have made Chicago great. Funded in part by the 
Richard H. Driehaus Foundation with additional support from 
Bartlett Tree Experts and Christy Webber Landscapes, the Guide 
was developed in collaboration with the ASLA Illinois Chapter 
and includes illustrated site profiles for nearly 70 landscapes, 
and brief biographies of some 30 designers. It also includes 
narratives about the history of the city’s landscape architecture, 
providing critical background about the interconnectedness of 
all of the sites. And, as a digital resource, the Guide is flexible, 
allowing for the addition of sites and designer profiles. 

The evening culminated with the presentation of two Stewardship 
Excellence Awards, which honored...

TCLF Staff

TCLF’s Lake Forest: A Prelude to Modernism excursion. 
photo: Charles A. Birnbaum

TCLF 2015 Silent Auction.
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ACE Mentor Program representatives; and our Host Chapter Booth team...dreamed up ways to make the booth a fun 
and helpful resource.   We had tremendous response to our call for volunteers, many of whom served on multiple Sub-
committees.  Throughout 2015, each Sub-committee met regularly with their volunteers, some even establishing sub-sub-
committees to divide and conquer activities.

As the year went on, there was an ebb and flow to the planning based on internal deadlines, such as the Legacy Project 
charettes; sending the Host Chapter Booth layout and graphics to the event coordinators; and distributing promotional 
packages to our allied organizations.  Our leadership team worked 
closely, and we had a number of check-in conference calls with ASLA 
to share status updates.  With just a month to go before the event, all 
efforts ramped up—collecting the final list of materials to be donated 
by EXPO vendors (and figuring out how we would transport and store 
it until the 2016 installation!); artwork reviews and a “collating party” 
of the Booth’s resource cards; buttoning up coordination with Field 
Session leaders; and a final walk-through of the Women in Landscape 
Architecture Walk. We hustled in the last days before the event and…
poof…it was time to shine!

We hope all of our volunteers found it to be a rewarding, fun experience 
and, more importantly, that you will remain actively involved in the 
Chapter.  We cannot thank each of you enough for giving your time, your 
creativity, and your energy to this event.  I promise every moment spent 
mattered, and you were integral to the success of the 2015 ASLA Annual 
Meeting and EXPO.

The two other landscapes required building significant new 
infrastructure:

Maggie Daley Park required construction of a large park filled with 
activities, but also a naturalistic garden, all built over a parking garage. 
MVVA then unified “a complex site through topography” and created 
an “integration of ideas and programs” that resulted in a landscape 
to be enjoyed year round, providing opportunities for both play and 
relaxation.

The Riverwalk required that land literally be built on the river. For Ford, 
“creating a landscape on water” in a tight space was a challenge but by 
“knitting together” the existing walkways to create a continuous path, as 
well as creating new places for gathering, socializing, and recreation, the 
Riverwalk “allows the life of the city and the life of the river to interact.”

These new pieces of civic infrastructure can “get people out of their homes 
and into their community,” as Bird said. And while landscape architects 
and designers might not be able to change the world in as broad strokes as 
they may like, they can at least, as Ford put it, “create a comfortable bench 
for different people to engage with each other, to have a conversation 
they might not normally have.” It’s clear that since the days of Burnham, 
Chicago only continues to build on its legacy of creating and supporting 
large-scale civic and infrastructural improvements.
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MEET OUR VISTA SPONSORS

ROCKSTARS CONTINUED...

CIVIC INFRASTRUCTURE CONTINUED...

ILASLA Executive Committee members Alan Watkins 
(President-Elect) and Renee TeVogt (Secretary) join coworker 
Abbie Lydon in fun at the Host Chapter Booth photo booth. 



Chicagoans Cassandra J. Francis, former President & CEO of Friends of the Parks, and the late Peter Lindsay Schaudt, a 
former TCLF board member and principal of the firm Hoerr Schaudt Landscape Architects. Francis was chosen in part for 
the “exceptional courage, resilience, and principled determination” she demonstrated in an effort to prevent the confiscation 
of portions of two Olmsted-designed parks—Washington Park and Jackson Park—for use as the site of the Barack Obama 
Presidential Library. In her acceptance speech, she spoke about the challenges of protecting open spaces and the significant 
parkland held in the public trust. Schaudt was honored for “his long-standing leadership and collaborative efforts to achieve 
holistic and thoughtful stewardship through the practice of landscape architecture.” The award was accepted on his behalf 
by his widow Janet Schaudt, who was accompanied by her two children Elaine and Elliot Schaudt, and by Peter’s brothers 
and their spouses, Eric and Karen Schaudt, and Jim and Barb Schaudt. Douglas Hoerr concluded the program, reflecting 
on the life and career of his business partner Peter Schaudt. Many thanks are owed to the sponsors who underwrote the 
excursion and the reception, including Bartlett Tree Experts, Coldspring, Kelco Landscaping and Construction, and Maglin 
Site Furniture.

TCLF’s eleventh annual silent auction was the biggest 
in the Foundation’s history. The auction kicked off on 
Saturday morning, November 7, in the McCormick 
Place Convention Center. With 91 pieces of artwork up 
for bid by significant landscape architects, artists, and 
photographers, the auction was clearly a highlight of the 
two-day EXPO. Attendees were able to meet many of the 
contributing artists, including photographers Millicent 
Harvey and Marion Brenner, who were present to lend 
their support. Excitement was high as the final bids were 
placed and the results were announced at the auction’s 
close. By Sunday evening, the auction, excursion, 
reception, and city guide had raised over $300,000 for 
TCLF’s educational programming. Thanks go out to 
Annual Sponsor The American Society of Landscape 
Architects; to Lead Sponsor DeepRoot; to Presenting 
Sponsor Anova; and to Supporting Sponsors TUUCI, 
ADCOM Worldwide, The UPS Store, and Kornegay 
Design, as well as to all of our donors, for making the 
silent auction a great success.
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TCLF CONTINUED...

2015 Stewardship Excellence Award Reception. 
Photo: Matthew Traucht

Navy Pier Pierscape / James Corner Field Operations Chicago Riverwalk / Sasaki Associates


